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Two tracks,
soon to be
four

Welcome to 2015 - the year when work will start on the ‘Filton Four Tracks’ project,
a £33M contract awarded in October to Taylor Woodrow. This will increase the
number of tracks from two to four between Dr Days Junction and Filton Abbey
Wood station. (It used to be four tracked until 1984 when it was reduced to two by
BR to ‘save money’). As well as doubling the capacity of the rail line, the three year
contract includes the replacement or enhancement of 17 structures along the route,
including four bridge reconstructions for electrification clearance and the
refurbishment of two stations. This is great news because four tracking will provide
the capacity essential for the success of: Cross Bristol services, the Henbury Loop,
the Portishead line, and the re-opening of Ashley Hill and Horfield stations. It will
also allow maintenance without causing disruption to train services and provide
more capacity for freight.
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A COMBINED AUTHORITY FOR GREATER BRISTOL

(Rob Dixon)

Following the Scottish Independence referendum, all the main political parties have
promised more devolution, with many powers moved from Whitehall to the English
regions. This could be a positive move for public transport in our area. We would
like to see a Combined Authority for ‘Greater Bristol’. While there has been some
debate in the Bristol Post about this, the key issue missing from the debate has been
the pros and cons of a Combined Authority.
One argument that has been made is that “it would be the return of Avon”. No it
won't. As has happened in other areas, we want to see a Combined Authority
covering the whole travel to work area, including Bath, Bristol, Weston-super-Mare,
Wiltshire, Gloucestershire and Somerset.
Don’t we have such a body already?
No.
Combined Authorities cover most of our large urban areas. However Bristol is an
exception: it doesn't. Instead there is a voluntary group of Bath and North East
Somerset, Bristol, North Somerset and South Gloucestershire councils called the
‘West of England Partnership’. This coordinates aspects of transport and economic
development but much is still done on an individual authority level with duplication
of resources - dependent on individual councils' goodwill, which often seems
lacking.
The Partnership has no financial powers and limited funds of its own, for which it
mostly relies on central government for handouts. It has no authority over bus and
train operators or the local highways authorities. Its personnel are few and mostly
employed by the member councils. It tries to piggyback on other people's schemes,
such as local rail paid for by the intercity electrification; as these schemes have
different priorities, the result is that we often don't get what we want.
It can be credited with the Greater Bristol Bus Network (GBBN), which resulted in
some modernisation of the bus system, and has also promoted the concept of
MetroRail and the re-opening of disused lines and stations.
However, even where they supposedly have joint priorities, much of the
partnership's time has been spent trying to co-ordinate the individual councils'
different approaches. It earns the dubious credit for the Bus Rapid Transit
(MetroBus) schemes which has caused numerous battles between councils.
MetroBus has been described by the Bristol Post as “an embarrassing white
elephant that will do nothing to improve public transport in this city”.
In relation to the Metro Rail schemes, the image of joint agreement is also a facade.
In reality these are managed by individual authorities and their officers, supposedly
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on behalf of the four councils. This has led to the Portishead line not considering a
station at Ashton Gate, and a Henbury Spur rather than a Loop linking with
Avonmouth, Clifton Down and the Severn Beach line.
And where is the integration between different modes of transport, principally rail
and bus? Examples of poor practice can be seen everywhere:
 Lack of signposting of bus stops from stations: Despite most stations having
buses calling nearby, only Bristol Parkway and Temple Meads have signs
showing which buses call. However, even then, Temple Meads does not
signpost them.
 Lack of signposting of stations from local roads – unlike (for example) in Leeds or
Birmingham, there are no large signs advertising the station's presence.
 Bad siting of bus stops: Filton Abbeywood station is 600 metres from the nearest
bus stop.
 Poor timings: for example at Bristol Parkway to get home from the last train
from London you may have to wait nearly 30 minutes for a bus.
 Lack of action to improve interchanges: In a report by external consultants,
South Gloucestershire council stated that none of their stations, apart from
Parkway, had potential for bus-rail interchange - and have consistently refused
to consider improvements.
Such problems do not encourage people to use public transport!
Why Greater Bristol needs a Combined Authority.
As we all know, the region has serious transport problems and main roads are often
overloaded – much of this traffic originating from further afield. The current system
is ineffectual. None of the Councils have much control over the bus operating
companies, Network Rail or the train companies. Councils can only cajole and
persuade and provide small amounts of subsidy or investment. In relation to road
projects each authority produces their own schemes, rather than them being
coordinated.
 Combined Authorities have more financial clout since they have money devolved
for transport from the central government in London.
 Because of this they can then make choices about how they want to spend this
pot of money, rather than someone in Whitehall.
 As we have seen with Manchester and the other Northern cities, a Combined
Authority is more likely to attract central government funding and will have
more influence and power to get things done.
 Combined Authorities have input into the rail franchises and can commission rail
services locally, including setting fares and timetables. In many areas they have
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lobbied successfully for electrification of local services, new carriages and
making local stations accessible.
A combined Authority would plan and deliver services more efficiently, for
example a cross-boundary team jointly negotiating with the bus operators rather
than four councils negotiating separately.
It would have permanent knowledgeable staff, rather than using expensive
external consultants.
Rather than decisions being taken by an unaccountable group made up of
appointees from the local authorities together with local business people, (or
being taken in London), political control over transport decisions could be
ensured by democratic accountability.
It would have the power to raise revenue to fund transport and other
improvements through borrowing against future income, a levy on Council Tax
or other measures.

This is not a “return to Avon”. It is something else entirely – a new type of body with
the money and power to make real and positive changes. We will be pressing for
this to happen.

Class Matters
A Fosbrite boarded a train at Sheffield on 8th December and looked for a seat in the
direction of travel. There were none so she sat next to a man who was working on
his laptop. She dumped her coat, hat and suit case on the other seat. When the
guard arrived she showed her ticket and Pensioner Pass.
“Would you like to upgrade your
ticket?” asked the guard.
“No thank you. I’m very happy
here”
“You are in First Class. So you need
to upgrade your ticket”.
Ed: I wonder who this was - any
ideas?
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“The strangest and most diverse line in Britain”

(Peter Gould)

Walks from Bristol’s Severn Beach Line by Andrew Swift.
Akeman Press, Oct 2014. ISBN 978-0-9560989-5-5 (£15.00)

This fascinating book, that even nonwalkers (poor souls) can enjoy, is in three
parts. There is a concise history of the line,
which has a complicated story for a short
line; an account of what is to be seen from
the train along the route; the walks
themselves.
The author is not pedantic about the line as
his generosity extends to Chepstow, Severn
Tunnel Junction, Parkway, even south of the
river to Bedminster. (Why not Parson
Street? Well even the most generous author
has to stop somewhere.)

If I had to describe the book in one word, I would chose “generous” - generous
in colour photos; generous in old maps, sketches, black and white photos;
generous, above all, in historical detail. Of course it isn’t comprehensive, but
how heavy a book do you want to take for a walk? (Pity that Old Market, five
minutes from Temple Meads doesn’t get a mention though.)
Andrew Swift is a scrupulous historian. Not for him the hackneyed pseudohistory that is still trotted out - Crew’s hole as a refuge from the Press Gang,
Baracoons in Redcliffe - but, as a guide book this is bang up to date: the
Redland Station Coffee Trike, the philistine destruction of Ebenezer Chapel,
the reopened Blaise Inn. (Among other virtues, the book is very sound on
pubs).
Just to be captious about something, I suggest the history of the Lamplighters
(now happily reopened) is newfangled. Until there is firm evidence that the
landlord had a duty to provide lights for navigation, we might accept Latimer
(Vol II p289) stating that it was the estate of Joseph Swetnam who had
contracted to light some city parishes. I find it probable that it was built as a
private house, sneered at as the Lamplighter’s Hall of an upstart then converted
to a pub.
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As you might expect, there is railway history, including the “lost lines”; but this
book is not narrowly specialised. Architecture is sharply described and
industrial/social history given its due. The combats to keep public space and
paths open are well covered. (I did not know the Bristol & District Footpath
Preservation Society was revived after WWI - in time to stop the Merchant
Venturers closing a path at Stapleton.) Apart from the usual curmudgeonly
landowners, we also find thugs from the Sally Ann assailing agnostics on
Trooper’s Hill.
The walks are well designed and the maps (to be supplemented by OS or AZ)
clear. Go and buy a copy. By now, you must know you want to. If you don’t
want to, you definitely need to.
Ed: Andrew has praised FOSBR for its “vigorous and persistent campaigning”

Revamped FoSBR Website
Revamped FoSBR Website

(Carol Durrant)
(Carol Durrant)

The FOSBR website has been revamped during 2014. We’ve tried to make all
information accessible and straightforward. Here are the sections you will find on
the website:
Our case 2014: This section summarises FOSBR’s position on the challenges and
opportunities facing Bristol’s rail network as MetroWest Phases 1 and 2 evolve.
Upcoming events: Here we highlight events organized by FOSBR, or events of
general interest to local rail enthusiasts.
Campaign updates: This section covers the work that FOSBR does in responding to
strategy documentation from local councils, the West of England Partnership,
Network Rail and First Great Western. FOSBR issue formal statements and attend
consultation meetings. You will also find articles here on FOSBR fact-finding trips to
other rail user groups.
Press articles: We scan the local press for coverage of local transport and put links
here for easy access.
Newsletters: Newsletters from 2007 up to the 2015 can be found here.
Leaflets: FOSBR have produced a selection of leaflets to promote local rail travel.
Our popular FOSBEER leaflet was updated in autumn 2014 to reflect the re-opening
of The Lamplighters in Shirehampton.
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Walks: This section of the website links to a selection of walks which are near local
railway stations.
Places: Here you will find features on local landmarks or places of interest.

Maps: The 1949 historic map shows where stations were located within the wider
city area. The future/schematic maps show how re-opening the passenger lines and
stations could be a massive part of the solution to Bristol’s transport gridlock. A
pictorial map of Bristol in 2014 is interactive - users can click on the icons for further
information about the local rail network and Bristol landmarks!
Useful links: Here you will find contact details for FOSBR and other rail user groups
and organisations in south-west England.
Social Media: There are buttons on the FOSBR home page that take you directly to
FOSBR on social media. Twitter and Facebook allow easy communication with
followers and local councillors/MPs. Flickr contains photos taken at FOSBR events
and photos from our members. For instance, at the Festival of Nature, a gentleman
called Don lent us his collection of Bristol railway photos from the 1940s and 1950s.
We scanned them and put them up on Flickr. Of particular interest are the pictures
of Pilning Low Level and Horfield stations. YouTube hosts our videos.
You don’t have to be an internet whizz to find information on the website, so please
take a look. If you have any photos, stories or news that we can share online, please
do get in touch!
webmaster@fosbr.org.uk (or write to us c/o FOSBR address on the back page)
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Weston-super-Mare on New Year’s Day

(Carol Durrant)

FOSBR launched their Bristol Green Capital 2015 programme on New Year’s Day
with a train ride to Weston.

15 of us gathered at
Bristol Temple Meads
to take the 10.53
train to Weston handing our FOSBR
New Year card to
train and booking
office staff on the
way.

In Weston we amused ourselves with
a walk along the prom, FOSBR frisbee
and lunch at the OId Colonial.
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One of our number, the fearless Tina, had a dip in the water once the tide had come
in across the mudflats. She reported that the water was quite cold but she’d like
more of us to have a dip New Year’s Day 2016 – volunteers?!

Spot the difference…. (Answer: only one lady is wearing the yellow FOSBR t-shirt!)

FOSBR’s New Year card emphasised our support for an appropriately staffed railway,
and included an ode from The Bard to the Guard. Happy New Year!

Campaign for new Ashton Gate Station
The Bristol to Portishead railway is scheduled to re-open to passenger services from
2019 – so opening the way to re-opening a station on the line close to Ashton Gate.
There was a kick-off meeting on 15th December for a campaign for this station reopening, hosted by Bristol Sport at Ashton Gate stadium. This stadium, currently under
re-development, could expect capacity rugby and football crowds of up to 27,000 with
up to 1M visitors annually. At present the area around Ashton is poorly served by
public transport and a rail connection is needed. The original Ashton Gate station is
now underneath an elevated section of Brunel Way – a much more suitable site for a
re-built station could be Barons Close (which is near to the stadium).
Network Rail has indicated that the MetroWest Phase 1 work to Portishead will include
passive provision for a station at Ashton Gate. That, at least, is something – but we still
need to press for the station to be actually built. It will serve not only the stadium but
all the homes and businesses around the now, very congested Winterbourne Road.
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Perchance it is awake

(Bernard Lane)

It is not only the Severn Beach line that has experienced huge growth in passenger
numbers. Down in Exmoor the long defunct Lynton and Barnstaple Railway is
slowly but surely being rebuilt - with a base at the evocatively named Woody Bay
station. This year has seen a 22% increase in passenger numbers on the narrow
gauge steam railway.
The rebuilding of this 19 mile line across Exmoor (opened in 1898 and closed in
1935), is in the spirit of the impossible that motivated the earliest pioneers of
preservation; it has had its doubters and mockers but the line is up and running and
merits the support of all.
Plans are
huge, the
idea insane
but the
results are
stunning!

Once rebuilt between the towns of its title, it will provide not only a tourist
attraction but also a superb alternative to the car for local transport, reducing road
traffic in this glorious part of the West.
On the day after the railway closed, a wreath of bronze chrysanthemums was laid at
Barnstaple Town Station. It bore a black-edged, hand-written card on which was
written: “To Barnstaple & Lynton Railway, with regret and sorrow from a constant
user and admirer. Perchance it is not dead but sleepeth". It is now starting to wake
up after its 70 year sleep!
For more info, go on-line to www.lynton-rail.co.uk, join as a member, or volunteer.
Whatever you do, go and visit - to experience the heights of Exmoor on line (in
reality, not virtually!)
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A Wizard of Oz

(Andrew & Teresa Staniszewski)

On a recent holiday in
Australia, my wife
and I had occasion to
travel the 160 miles
between
Maryborough and
Brisbane on a
“Queensland Tilt
Train”.

Now, those of us classified as the more mature if not decrepit of anoraks may
remember the “APT Tilt-Train” - a technology invented by the Brits in the 1980’s.
Unfortunately it was scrapped by the Thatcherites, assisted by pernicious
journalists, believing it to be “no-good”. In Australia, however, that technology was
not only espoused but then developed further!
Given that railways are not viewed in Australia as primary public transport, owing to
the horrendous distances, we did not expect anything better than a mediocre
service – but were very pleasantly surprised.
Firstly our luggage was “checked–in” as it would be with an airline, with “No
Worries” on that score until we got to Brisbane. Secondly, in common with the
other passengers, our tickets included automatically allocated seats - contrasting
with the six standing in the toilet, we once experienced on the Bristol to Portsmouth
service. To further enhance our experience, we were offered a choice of cooked
lunches served at our seats - none of the ‘Dolly-with-a-Trolley’ serving stale snacks
and tepid tea at extortionate prices that we have in the UK.
Whilst we relaxed in our plush reclining seats, the train was bombing along at a
steady 95mph on a 3ft 6in gauge electrified single track, with hardly a jolt in the
entire journey. And who provided this travelling delight? Not some privatised
profiteering sharks, but Queensland Rail – a State enterprise. At what cost we hear
you cry? A mere $A66 (£35) single standard fare for the two of us, with another
$A20 (£11) for the lunches!
It seems that it is not only Europe we should look to for good train services - but also
the Aussies could teach us a thing or two on how to run a railway.
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One night at Redland Station

(Tony Lloyd)

Crossing Cotham Park a couple of weeks ago at about 9 pm, I heard a large
‘oompah’ ‘oompah’ sound. As I walked further towards Kensington road, it
sounded as if it was coming from Redland Station. I walked onto the bridge
that crosses the line and all was revealed. On the station was a ‘brass’ band
with trademark pink instruments, playing to their heart’s content.
It turned out that it was the
‘Ambling Band’ that had
been unable to get into its
normal practice venue. So,
undeterred,
they
all
decamped to the station to
practice. It certainly livened
up the place and they even
serenaded the trains that
stopped at the station.
Passers by were amazed and their camera
phones were busy taking pictures to remind
them of strange and wonderful goings on at
Redland Station. Some day we will have to
have them at one of our station events!
For more information on the band, see
www.theamblingband.co.uk

Membership Matters
With this newsletter, you will find our call for you to renew your membership for
2015. When you return the form with your subscription, please could you ensure
that your most up-to-date email address is included – quite a few that we have are
obviously old ones because our emails are returned as ‘undelivered’. Please also
note that, to keep costs down, we only send receipts (as Membership Cards) with
the next newsletter after receipt of your subscription. We hope that you will be
able to support us this year.
Happy New Year!
Tony Lloyd (Membership Secretary)
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Network Rail – Great Western Route Modernisation
Network Rail has been holding a series of drop-in sessions in Bristol and Bath to inform
local residents and businesses about Great Western Route Modernisation. The sessions
have focused on Electrification and Filton Four Tracks. Here are some key points.

High Output Plant System (HOPS) train, electrifying 1.5km of railway per night ©Network Rail

Electrification
Plans to electrify the rail route from Paddington to Swansea via Bath and Bristol Parkway
are part of the electrification of the historic Great Western Main Line. The programme will
have significant benefits for the South West and Wales.
 Electric intercity (IEP) trains offer lower carbon emissions at 21% less carbon per
passenger mile, fuel costs are typically 45% lower.
 IEP trains reduce noise for local residents compared with diesel locomotives.
 Signalling upgrades will result in more reliable journey times.
 IEP trains will have additional seating (20% extra), more leg-room and more tables.
 Journey times will be quicker through faster rolling stock acceleration, up to 22
minutes off journey times between London and Bristol.
Infrastructure requirements for electrification include the following:
 Removal of all woody vegetation within 6.6 m of the outside running rail on both sides
of the track “to avoid touch or fall potential from vegetation onto the overhead
electrified lines”.
 The standard height of overhead power lines is 4.7 m, rising to 5.6 m at level crossings
to allow clearance for vehicles.
 The normal clearance between the overhead power lines and the bottom of a bridge
would be at least 66 cm and ideally 1 m. In certain situations this can be reduced.
 Where bridges are too low to allow for the height and clearance of overhead lines
there are 3 options: track lowering, bridge jacking or bridge reconstruction.
 Each affected bridge is examined to achieve a cost effective solution in view of listed
status, utilities impact and highway regulations.
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The required height of bridge sides over overhead lines is ideally 1.85 m high. Caging
or guarding can be fitted to reduce risk of accidental or deliberate contact with power
lines.

Timetable: Electrification should reach Bristol Parkway in 2016 and Bristol Temple Meads
in summer 2017 (Filton four tracking should also be complete by then).

Stapleton Road Gazebo

(Carol Durrant)

Curious Old Tower’, Samuel Loxton 1911

Photograph December 2014

Sitting on the train looking north as you depart from Stapleton Road station, a round
structure is clearly visible in a domestic garden just before the train crosses the bridge.
Many people presume this round tower is contemporary with the Victorian railway
architecture as it sits very neatly next to the steps leading up from Stapleton Road itself to
the platform. However the structure pre-dates the railway.
It is believed that the tower was one of four turrets or gazebos at the edge of grounds
surrounding a manor house (Easton Manor House) in St Marks Road. It would have looked
over the banks of the River Frome and the Bristol turnpike road.
Next time you are passing, have a look through the street level bars to see the internal
stone spiral staircase. It is also interesting to walk along the high wall to the west of the
tower to see the shapes of blocked gates and wonder if there is any truth in the local
legend of underground tunnels between the original four towers!
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The Lamplighters
FoSBR had a combined meeting/lunch at
The Lamplighters in Shirehampton on
Sunday 26th October to celebrate its reopening.
The Lamplighters was originally built by a
gentleman responsible for the lighting of
half of the 18th century street lamps in
Bristol. The pub had been closed for 4
years until September. On Sunday it was
buzzing with customers and provided us
with a set of speedy and tasty roast
dinners.
The pub has long been a FOSBR favourite
being close to Shirehampton station on the
Severn Beach Line. Before the pub’s
closure, it was a venue for committee
meetings.
The pub has a unique location on the banks of the Avon, with views across
the river to Pill. A rowed ferry operated between Pill and Shirehampton until
the Avonmouth motorway bridge opened in 1974.

View from The Lamplighters to Pill (October 2014)

View from The Lamplighters to Pill (c1920?)

After lunch a few of our number walked
the two miles along the river back to Sea
Mills station, this being a nice distance
for an afternoon stroll.
We wish The Lamplighters every success
and certainly we’ll come to visit again
soon!
http://thelamplighters.co.uk/
Tel: 0117 279 3754
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FoSBR Annual General Meeting
When: Friday 23 January 2015 (6.30 pm for a 7 pm start)
Where: Halo Restaurant & Bar, 141 Gloucester Road, Bristol, BS7 8BA. (Our meeting will
be in the function room at the back of the Café).
Directions: The Halo Café is 5 minutes’ walk north from the Arches.
Trains: Suitable trains leave Temple Meads at 18.03 and Avonmouth at 18.04. After the
meeting, there are trains from Montpelier for Temple Meads at 20.22 and 21.56, and for
Avonmouth at 20.44 and 21.45.
Refreshments: You can buy drinks and food from the licensed bar in the café.
We have organised a lively and informative group of speakers:
 Bernard Lane (FOSBR Chair): FOSBR activities & achievements in 2014
 Graham Ellis (Melksham Chamber of Commerce): the TransWilts Community Rail
Partnership.
 Councillor Mark Weston (Leader of Bristol City Council Conservative group): the
Henbury Loop campaign and Business West.
 Brief contributions from Bernard Kennedy (ASLEF), Paul Hughes (RMT) & Peter Gould
There will be lots of time for questions/discussion – so come along & join in.

Please note:
 If you wish to be nominated for any of the six Committee posts (Chair, Secretary,
Membership Secretary, Treasurer, Campaigns Organiser and Press Officer), please give
your nomination to Julie when you arrive.
 We will be pleased to collect membership renewals at the AGM –
individual
membership is £8 (or £4 for concessions) – see enclosed form.
Our next newsletter will be in spring 2015. If you have anything that could go in the next
newsletter (comments, photos, whinges, praise, anecdotes, poems, etc.), please send them
in to us.

Contact us:
General enquiries
Membership
Newsletter
Campaigning
Facebook
Twitter
Website

general@fosbr.org.uk
membership@fosbr.org.uk
newsletter@fosbr.org.uk
campaigns@fosbr.org.uk
www.facebook.com/FOSBR
www.twitter.com/FOSBR
www.fosbr.org.uk

or write to FoSBR, c/o 29 Brighton Road, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6NU
 FOSBR, printed by Sprinters
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